THE COMPANY
Born in Portugal, Dooq is a design
company dedicated to celebrate the
luxury of living. Creating designs
that stimulate the senses, which
conceptual approach is inspired
on the unexpected meeting of
opposite.
Our studio focuses on an extensive
research of details together with a
vast iconographic research around
art and design, creating aneverevolving language that emphasizes
first of all the small singularities.
We seek to find balance in contrasting
concepts, creating pieces where
feminine meets masculine, small
meets large, soft meets solid and
past meets present allowing the new
to blossom.

Sensual materials like velvet, rope,
straw and glass are combined with
robust materials such as copper,
marble, brass and wood expressing
this duality in our studio’s distinctive
pieces.
Applying the technological expertise
of a country leader in craftmanship in
combination with the creativity of great
designers, allows to create objects with
an uncensored aesthetic where each
piece has its own reason to exist.
Dooq is pursuing elegance with
audacity and devotion, crossing the
boundaries between art and design.
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marlon
by Pietro Franceschini
When pure geometry meets soft curves,
something sculptural and sensual comes
out. A fine dialogue between oversized legs
and clean lines takes place in this piece
upholstered in mohair velvet. Marlon is
edgy and elegant at the same time, letting
the dilemma between ‘contemporary’ versus
‘classical’ fall apart.

nouvelle vague
Exceptional in its craftwork, Nouvelle Vague is a
center table that rejects traditional conventions
in favor of experimentation. Round ceramic
handmade pieces, painted in a unique craquele
glaze are placed around a lacquered center top,
creating a sense of movement that evokes the
motion of the waves.

l’anamour
L’anamour is a set of coffee and side tables, which complement
and complete each other. The connection between them is as
perfect as a poet-muse relationship, with emotions flying high
and low but ultimately resulting in passionate adoration and
deeper connection. Natural wood marquetry and exquisite
travertine provide the perfect combination of carefree and
refined style to L’anamour.

odisseia
Odisseia chair embodies the aesthetic spirit
of the space age, a new kind of discreet
luxury and comfort inspired by a futuristic
era created by new visual experiences and
concepts of the future. This effortless but
striking piece insinuates a luxe vision of the
home of the future, as a new order of being.

stick & stone
As a way to attain perfection, one must balance two
opposite parts that complement each other and are
mutually exclusive, meaning one cannot sustain without
the other. This concept is behind Stick and Stone Center
Tables, by combining two very different materials, the hard
and raw travertine with the soft and warm oak, creating a
visual dichotomy that projects perfect balance.

braque
Celebrating a new invented reality, smooth and
rough surfaces contrast with one another giving
way to a new approach in shape and balance.
Braque Side Table shows a torn and fragmented
form, exposing the inner core of its base, which can
be seen from a whole new perspective. This rebel
approach took inspiration from Cubism and its
influence in the representation of reality, leading
to a deconstruction of shapes and revealing
simultaneous view points at the same time.

l’unite´
L’Unite´ armchair is proportional and sculptural,
perfectly made to the human scale. It gathers
strong upholstered shapes lightly supported
on elegant stands. A piece that excites the
eye and imagination, inspired by modernist
architecture’s style and philosophy.

kisho
Embodying a meeting point of western and
eastern aesthetics, Kisho Sideboard combines
a rich mix of refined artistic techniques, organic
shapes, natural colors and textures showing
evidence of the visually inspiring movement of
Japanese Modernism, that is very much present
in this piece and sets the tone to its raw but
sophisticated design.

odisseia
Odisseia chair embodies the aesthetic spirit
of the space age, a new kind of discreet
luxury and comfort inspired by a futuristic
era created by new visual experiences and
concepts of the future. This effortless but
striking piece insinuates a luxe vision of the
home of the future, as a new order of being.

l’unite´
L’Unite´ pouf is proportional and sculptural,
perfectly made to the human scale. It gathers
strong upholstered shapes lightly supported
on elegant stands. A piece that excites the
eye and imagination, inspired by modernist
architecture’s style and philosophy.

malibu round
Like a warm embrace, Malibu round couch
welcomes you to stay within and relax. An
elevated homage to the golden age of midcentury design and organic architecture, it
radiates through its unusual proportions and
strong curves with softness and fine detailing
resulting in a must-have piece.

bonnie and clyde
Sensual curves and crisp lines embody the perfect
combination of beauty and danger, much like the
Hollywood legends Bonnie and Clyde. It is impossible to
feel estranged with this piece which will attract you and
never let go.
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havana &
traje de luces
Celebrating a one night affair in the Caribbean
paradise, Havana armchair insinuates the
pleasures of a bohemian lifestyle with its
flirtatious and see through shapes, reminding
us of delicate lace undergarments. Reflecting
the warm tropical feeling of Havana, this
armchair invites you to frolic, if only for a one
night adventure.

Traje de Luces bar cabinet encompasses an
exploration of delicate forms and a richness
in details found while travelling through the
south of Spain. The delicate silhouette allures
you into looking inside. The unexpected
feelings of surprise and passion are immediate
and strong. Elegance, tradition and superior
craftsmanship combined into a perfect fusion
of materials to entice you continuously.
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playing
games
The essential volumes of these tables play
between them in an alluring game of proportion
and color which results in the creation of a
perfect balance and tension of material and
negative space. The absence of figurative shapes
allows you to look at this piece from different
angles and imagine various interpretations.
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malibu &
dolce vita
Like a warm embrace, Malibu
armchair welcomes you to stay
within and relax. An elevated
homage to the golden age of
mid-century design and organic
architecture, it radiates through
its unusual proportions and strong
curves with softness and fine
detailing resulting in a must-have
piece.
Dolce Vita console transports you
to a time of greatness and opulence
which we can still find very much
alive in Rome. Rich materials take
the form and proportion of ancient
structures, connecting them to a
modern functionality and purpose.
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la folie
With voluptuous curves and perfect poise,
La Folie exalts passion and fantasy as if you
were in a burlesque show at Moulin Rouge. Let
yourself be drawn by this flirtatious feeling of
sensuality and a touch as smooth as silk.
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souk
Created by the perfect combination of color,
energy and shape, Souk mirrors reflect the
influences of overwhelming and visually
fascinating Souk markets in northern Africa
with its vibrant fringes and earthy colors
resembling typical macrame techniques.
These soulful art pieces will make you travel
to another time and place where you senses
will surely feel aroused.

majestic
Well fit for a king, Majestic makes no
compromise on sleekness and elegance with
its compact curves and see-through straw.
With a shape inspired by Indochinese culture
this piece combines luxury and eclectic spirit
creating a strong fashionable impression.

metropolis &
single man
Wandering through Chicago’s downtown one cannot
help but to go back to a time when the desire to turn
life into art was paired with a lust for luxury and style.
Therefore, Metropolis Sideboard was created embodying
the elegance, fine craftsmanship and rich materials of
Art Deco translated into a dichotomy in which opposites
attract each other: soft curvy shapes combine with crisp
lines to create a visually balanced object.

Setting its origin in sunny California’s mid-century
influence, Single Man’s takes you back to a time when
elegance was obtained through the use of simplicity,
comfort and fine materials. Using essential geometric
and organic shapes, this object creates a strong
emotional connection with the user. A singular piece for
a singular individual.
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alma & memphis
As any admirer would experience gazing at its muse,
it is impossible not to feel enchanted and almost
hypnotized by the refined, sensual lines and the
delightfully charming soul of Alma chair. In a piece that
combines classic and modern aesthetics we can find a
certain harmonic gracefulness paired with an intimate
voluptuousness that can embrace you and surprisingly
break the frontiers of sophistication and elegance.

Spring in Milan and the smell of coffee is in the air. While
strolling through the city streets we stumble upon a
hypnotizing Memphis Group exhibition which sweeps us
of our feet by its over the top design and irreverence. This
was the background of Memphis table’s creation. A dining
table designed to question the sometimes imposed “good
taste” and good functional design with a disregard of
typical shapes and an intentional imbalance created by
the bottom half spheres which seem too small to even the
solid top structure. This irreverent and stylish table is still
functional but may well live on its own as an object of cult.
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berlin &
panorama
Like its name suggests, Berlin sideboard is
inspired by Bauhaus, a wave of thought that is
impossible to overlook when passing through
the streets of Berlin. In a more down to earth
piece, clean lines and a certain absence of
excessive ornamentation result in a harmony
between design and function.

Solid and concrete like in appearance,
Panorama is an ode to monumental proportions
an impacting visual lines impossible to
overlook in a voyage amongst Eastern Europe’s
architectural legacy. Still, the strong lines are
attenuated by softly gathered upholstery that
will provide you maximum comfort.
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egoista
´
With its name being the direct
translation of "selfish" in Portuguese,
this armchair revolves around its own
universe. Within a refined, elegant
and distinctive frame, resembling the
narrow and close streets of Naples, this
armchair will make you feel powerful
and ruler of your space.
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schematics

SOUK
MIRROR

SOUK

Created by the perfect combination of color, energy and shape, Souk mirrors reﬂect the inﬂuences of overwhelming and visually fascinating Souk markets in
northern Africa with its vibrant fringes and earthy colors resembling typical macramé techniques. �ese soulful art pieces will make you travel to another time
and place where your senses will surely feel aroused.

Created by the perfect combination of color, energy and shape, Souk mirrors reﬂect the inﬂuences of overwhelming and visually fascinating Souk markets in
northern Africa with its vibrant fringes and earthy colors resembling typical macramé techniques. �ese soulful art pieces will make you travel to another time
and place where your senses will surely feel aroused.

Gris mirror, Bronze mirror, Aged mirror

Top Mirror

Gris mirror, Bronze mirror, Aged mirror

Marble Application

Marble Application

Metal Application

Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Guatemala Green and Nero
Marquina
Polished or Satin Brass or Nickel

Metal Application

Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Guatemala Green and Nero
Marquina
Polished or Satin Brass or Nickel

Fringes

�ree color combinations available

Fringes

�ree color combinations available

Package dimensions

660 x 660 x 120 mm

Package dimensions

660 x 660 x 120 mm

Product weight

18 Kg no package / 46 Kg with package

Product weight

18 Kg no package / 46 Kg with package

// as pictured
Top Mirror – Bronze mirror
Marble Application – from le� to right: Guatemala Green, Estremoz White and Nero Marquina
Metal application – Satin Brass
Fringes – From le� to right: Ref souk red, Ref souk yellow, Ref souk black
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97 cm | 38 in

Top Mirror

61 cm | 24 in

61 cm | 24 in

61 cm | 24 in

97 cm | 38 in

MIRROR

61 cm | 24 in

61 cm | 24 in

61 cm | 24 in

// as pictured
Top Mirror – Bronze mirror
Marble Application – from le� to right: Estremoz White, Guatemala Green and Nero Marquina
Metal application – Satin Brass
Fringes – From le� to right: Ref souk papaya, Ref souk moss, Ref souk caramel
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METROPOLIS

BERLIN

Structure

Lacquered Mdf

Doors - Marble

Estremoz White

Wood Reliefs
Metal Applications

Wood veneer: Natural walnut, Oak Latte, Walnut Mocha, Iron
Wood, Ebony
Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Feet

Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

2620 x 560 x 970 mm

Product weight

255 Kg no package / 280 Kg with package

// as pictured
Structure – Ivory Lacquered MDF
Doors - Marble - Estremoz White Matte ﬁnish
Wood Reliefs – Natural Walnut Veneer
Metal applications – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Copper
Feet – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Copper
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78 cm | 31 in

Wandering through Chicago’s downtown one cannot help but to go back to a time when the desire to turn life into art was paired with a lust for luxury and style.
�erefore, Metropolis Sideboard was created embodying the elegance, ﬁne cra�smanship and rich materials of Art Deco translated into a dichotomy in which
opposites attract each other: so� curvy shapes combine with crisp lines to create a visually balanced object.

250 cm | 98 in

50 cm | 20 in

SIDEBOARD

Like its name suggests, Berlin sideboard is inspired by Bauhaus, a wave of thought that is impossible to overlook when passing through the streets of Berlin.
In a more down to earth piece, clean lines and a certain absence of excessive ornamentation result in a harmony between design and function.

Metal Applications

Solid Wood: Natural Walnut, Natural Oak, Beech Camel, Beech
Chocolate
Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Bottom Part and Feet

Lacquered Mdf

Package dimensions

2580 x 630 x 1000 mm

Product weight

230 Kg no package / 260 Kg with package

Top and Reliefs

88 cm | 35 in

SIDEBOARD

246 cm | 97 in

55 cm | 22 in

// as pictured
Top and Reliefs – Natural Walnut Solid wood
Metal applications – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Brass
Bottom part and Feet – Olive Lacquered Mdf
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KISHO
SIDEBOARD

Lacquered MDF

Doors

Wood Veneer

Feet

Natural Travertine

Metal applications

Polished brass, copper or nickel, or satin brass, copper or nickel

Package dimensions
Product weight

Structure Exterior

Lacquered Mdf

Structure Interior

Lacquered Mdf

2620 x 560 x 970 mm

Rattan

Natural Rattan

212 Kg no package / 237 Kg with package

Feet

Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

1290 x 610 x 1770 mm

Product weight

160 Kg no package / 190 Kg with package

55 cm

250 cm

// as pictured
Structure - Nude lacquered wood
Doors - Olive Ash Veneer
Feet - Natural Travertine
Metal applications - Satin brass
Kisho Sideboard is handmade one by one, therefore there may be some di�erences in wood marquetry from piece to piece, that are not considered defects
but normal features of the product. Many ﬁnishes are applied by hand and may vary in color, tone and character. Images on the catalogue or website may vary
from the ﬁnal product.
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Traje de Luces bar cabinet encompasses an exploration of delicate forms and a richness in details found while travelling through the south of Spain.
�e delicate silhouette allures you into looking inside. �e unexpected feelings of surprise and passion are immediate and strong. Elegance, tradition
and superior cra�smanship combined into a perfect fusion of materials to entice you continuously.

166 cm | 65 in

Structure

BAR CABINET

80 cm

Embodying a meeting point of western and eastern aesthetics, Kisho Sideboard combines a rich mix of reﬁned artistic techniques, organic shapes, natural colors
and textures showing evidence of the visually inspiring movement of Japanese Modernism, that is very much present in this piece and sets the tone to its raw
but sophisticated design.

TRAJE DE LUCES

120 cm | 47 in

53 cm | 21 in

// as pictured
Structure Exterior – Nude Lacquered Mdf Matte ﬁnish
Structure Interior – Fuchsia Lacquered Mdf Highgloss ﬁnish
Rattan – Natural rattan
Feet – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Brass
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CONSOLE

DOLCE VITA

NOUVELLE VAGUE

Dolce Vita console transports you to a time of greatness and opulence which we can still ﬁnd very much alive in Rome. Rich materials take the form and
proportion of ancient structures, connecting them to a modern functionality and purpose.

Exceptional in its cra�work, Nouvelle Vague is a center table that rejects traditional conventions in favor of experimentation. Round ceramic handmade pieces,
painted in a unique craquele glaze are placed around a lacquered center top, creating a sense of movement that evokes the motion of the waves.

Polished or Satin Brass

Metal Feet

Polished or Satin Cast Brass

Package dimensions

1920 x 460 x 650 mm

Product weight

178 Kg no package / 198 Kg with package

180 cm | 71 in

Top

Lacquered wood

Structure

Mar di Giava ceramic tiles

Package dimensions

780 x 680 x 450 mm

35 cm | 14 in

78 cm

Metal Application

81 cm | 32 in

Marble Legs

Wood veneer: Natural Walnut, Oak Latte, Walnut Mocha, Iron
Wood and Ebony
One color combination available

Top

CONSOLE

180 cm

35 cm

// as pictured
Top - Rose lacquered wood
Base - Olive Mar di Giava Lime tiles

// as pictured
Top - Natural Walnut Veneer
Marble Legs - Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Guatemala Green, Nero Marquina
Metal Application- Satin Brass
Metal feet - Satin Cast Brass
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NOUVELLE VAGUE

MEMPHIS

CENTER TABEL

Spring in Milan and the smell of co�ee is in the air. While strolling through the city streets we stumble upon a hypnotizing Memphis Group exhibition which
sweeps us of our feet by its over the top design and irreverence. �is was the background of Memphis table’s creation. A dining table designed to question
the sometimes imposed “good taste” and good functional design with a disregard of typical shapes and an intentional imbalance created by the bottom half
spheres which seem too small to even the solid top structure. �is irreverent and stylish table is still functional but may well live on its own as an object of cult.

Base

Marble: Guatemala Green, Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Nero
Marquina Emperador and Carrara
Marble: three color combinations available:

Package dimensions

1200 x 800 x 1630 mm

Product weight

309 Kg no package / 359 Kg with package

ref 1- Relief part in Estremoz White Matte, mid-part in Estremoz Rose Matte, bottom
part in Estremoz White Matte and spheres in Estremoz White Matte
ref 2- Relief part in Nero Marquina Matte, mid-part in Estremoz Rose Matte, bottom
part in Nero Marquina Matte and spheres in Nero Marquina Matte

// as pictured
Top – Estremoz White
Base – Estremoz White and Estremoz Rose combination Matte ﬁnish
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77 cm | 30 in

Top

ø 130 cm | 51 in

Exceptional in its cra�work, Nouvelle Vague is a center table that rejects traditional conventions in favor of experimentation. Round ceramic handmade pieces,
painted in a unique craquele glaze are placed around a lacquered center top, creating a sense of movement that evokes the motion of the waves.

Top

Lacquered wood

Structure

Mar di Giava ceramic tiles

Package dimensions

1700 x 920 x 400 mm

30 cm

DINNER TABLE

82 cm

162 cm

130 cm | 51 in

// as pictured
Top - Taupe lacquered wood
Base - Cloud Mar di Giava Lime tiles
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L’ANAMOUR
CENTER AND SIDE TABLE

Package dimensions
Product weight

// as pictured
Top side table - Natural travertine
Base side table - Natural ash
Top center table - Natural olive ash
Base center table - Natural travertine
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Sensual curves and crisp lines embody the perfect combination of beauty and danger, much like the Hollywood legends Bonnie and Clyde. It is impossible to
feel estranged with this piece which will attract you and never let go.

62 cm

72 cm

110 cm

110 cm

Structure

Carved from one solid Marble piece: Estremoz White, Estremoz
Rose and Nero Marquina

Package dimensions

900 x 1770 x 550 mm

Product weight

300 Kg no package / 345 Kg with package

35 cm | 14 in

Base

Natural or red travertine (for side table) and natural or nude olive
ash (for center table)
Natural ash or nude lacquered wood (for side table) and natural
travertine or nude lacquered wood (for center table)
780 x 680 x 450 mm (side table)
1200 x 1200 x 400 mm (center table)
30 Kg no package / 50 Kg with package (side table)
80 Kg no package / 110 Kg with package (center table)

30 cm

Top

CENTER TABLE

40 cm

L’anamour is a set of co�ee and side tables, which complement and complete each other. �e connection between them is as perfect as a poet-muse relationship, with emotions ﬂying high and low but ultimately resulting in passionate adoration and deeper connection. Natural wood marquetry and exquisite
travertine provide the perfect combination of carefree and reﬁned style to L’anamour.

BONNIE & CLYDE

160 cm | 63 in

70 cm | 28 in

// as pictured
Structure – Nero Marquina
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PLAYING GAMES

STICK & STONE

�e essential shapes of these tables play between them in an alluring game of proportion and color which results in the creation of a perfect balance and tension
of material and negative space. �e absence of ﬁgurative shapes allows you to look at this piece from di�erent angles and imagine various things.

As a way to attain perfection, one must balance two opposite parts that complement each other and are mutually exclusive, meaning one cannot sustain without the other. �is concept is behind Stick and Stone Center Tables, by combining two very di�erent materials, the hard and raw travertine with the so� and
warm oak, creating a visual dichotomy that projects perfect balance.

COFFE TABLE

Cilindric base
Metal base

Marble: Guatemala Green, Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Nero
Marquina, Emperador and Carrara
Marble: Guatemala Green, Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Nero
Marquina, Emperador and Carrara
Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

900 x 1770 x 550 mm

Product weight

155 Kg no package / 180 Kg with package

// as pictured
Top – Estremoz White Marble
Center base – Guatemala Marble
Cilindric base – Nero Marquina Marble
Metal base – Satin Brass
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168 cm | 71 in

80 cm | 32 in

Upper table

Natural Oak or Natural Walnut

Lower table

Travertine

Package dimensions

900 x 1770 x 550 mm

Product Weight

240 Kg no package / 252 Kg with package

36 cm

Center base

Marble: Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Guatemala Green and
Carrara

32 cm | 13 in

Top

CENTER TABLE

160 cm

120 cm

// as pictured
Upper table - Natural Oak
Lower table - Natural Travertine
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NOUVELLE VAGUE

BRAQUE

SIDE TABLE

Structure

Mar di Giava ceramic tiles

Package dimensions

640 x 640 x 480 mm

// as pictured
Top - Powder lacquered wood
Base - O�-White Mar di Giava tiles

86

Celebrating a new invented reality, smooth and rough surfaces contrast with one another giving way to a new approach in shape and balance. Braque Side Table
shows a torn and fragmented form, exposing the inner core of its base, which can be seen from a whole new perspective. �is rebel approach took inspiration
from Cubism and its inﬂuence in the representation of reality, leading to a deconstruction of shapes and revealing simultaneous view points at the same time.

Cylinder

Marble: Carrara, Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose, Green Guatemala,
Emperador, Nero Marquina, Travertine
Coloured Cement, Estremoz White, Estremoz Rose

Base

Coloured Cement, Natural travertine

Package dimensions

670 x 700 x 790 mm

Product weight

63 Kg no package / 78 Kg with package

Top
54 cm

54 cm

// as pictured
Top - Estremoz white
Cylinder - Red Coloured Cement
Base - Blossom Coloured Cement

55 cm

Lacquered wood

SIDE TABLE

37,5 cm

Exceptional in its cra�work, Nouvelle Vague is a center table that rejects traditional conventions in favor of experimentation. Round ceramic handmade pieces,
painted in a unique craquele glaze are placed around a lacquered center top, creating a sense of movement that evokes the motion of the waves.

Top

NEW COLLECTION
2020
2021

60 cm

60 cm

Top - Estremoz white
Cylinder - Beige Coloured Cement
Base - Summer Coloured Cement
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PLAYING GAMES
SIDE TABLE

MARLON

�e essential volumes of these tables play between them in an alluring game of proportion and color which results in the creation of a perfect balance and
tension of material and negative space. �e absence of ﬁgurative shapes allows you to look at this piece from di�erent angles and imagine various interpretations.

When pure geometry meets so� curves, something sculptural and sensual comes out. A ﬁne dialogue between oversized legs and clean lines takes place in
this piece upholstered in mohair velvet. Marlon is edgy and elegant at the same time, letting the dilemma between ‘contemporary’ versus ‘classical’ fall apart.

Half-Circle Base
Metal Base

Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

670 x 700 x 790 mm

Product weight

64 Kg no package / 76 Kg with package

52 cm | 20 in

Fabric or Leather

Package dimensions

800 x 850 x 900 mm

79,5 cm

Marble: Nero Marquina, Guatemala Green, Estremoz White,
Estremoz Rose, Emperador and Carrara
Marble: Nero Marquina, Guatemala Green, Estremoz White,
Estremoz Rose, Emperador and Carrara

Upholstery

40 cm

Oval Base

Marble: Nero Marquina, Guatemala Green, Estremoz White,
Estremoz Rose, Emperador and Carrara

61 cm | 24 in

Top

ARMCHAIR

74 cm

70 cm

60 cm | 24 in

// as pictured
Upholstery – Gentle II 0553

// as pictured
Top – Guatemala Green
Oval base – Nero Marquina
Half-circle base – Estremoz White
Metal base – Satin Brass
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HAVANA

EGOÍSTA

SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Celebrating a one night a�air in the Caribbean paradise, Havana armchair insinuates the pleasures of a bohemian lifestyle with its ﬂirtatious and see through
shapes, reminding us of delicate lace undergarments. Reﬂecting the warm tropical feeling of Havana, this armchair invites you to frolic, if only for a one night
adventure.

With its name being the direct translation of selﬁsh in Portuguese, this armchair revolves around its own universe. Within a reﬁned, elegant and
distinctive frame, resembling the narrow and close streets of Naples, this armchair will make you feel powerful and ruler of your space.

776 x 696 x 871 mm

Product weight

20 Kg no package / 26 Kg with package

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Fire
Structure – Natural Walnut Solid wood
Rattan – Natural Rattan

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

70 cm | 32 in

62 cm | 24 in

Swivel Base

Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

906 x 696 x 871 mm
77 x 52 x 47 mm
61 Kg no package / 81 Kg with package

Product weight

40 cm | 16 in

Package dimensions

Rattan

40 cm | 16 in

Rattan

Solid wood: Natural Walnut, Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate and
Natural Oak
Natural Rattan

Solid wood: Natural Walnut, Natural Oak, Beech Camel, Beech
Chocolat
Natural Rattan

Structure
79 cm | 31 in

Structure

Fabric or Leather
Check page 80 of the catalogue for all options

42 cm | 16 in

Upholstery

100 cm | 39 in

ARMCHAIR

63cm | 25 in

80cm | 32 in

80cm | 32 in

// as pictured
Structure – Natural Walnut Solid wood
Rattan – Natural Rattan
Upholstery – Velvet Kiwi
Swivel base – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Brass
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MALIBU
ARMCHAIR

ODISSEIA

Like a warm embrace, Malibu armchair welcomes you to stay within and relax. An elevated homage to the golden age of mid-century design and organic
architecture, it radiates through its unusual proportions and strong curves with so�ness and ﬁne detailing resulting in a must-have piece.

Odisseia chair embodies the aesthetic spirit of the space age, a new kind of discreet luxury and comfort inspired by a futuristic era created by new visual experiences and concepts of the future. �is e�ortless but striking piece insinuates a luxe vision of the home of the future, as a new order of being.

Fabric or Leather

Piping and Base

Fabric or Leather

Feet

Polished brass, copper or nickel, or satin brass, copper or nickel

Package dimensions

1126 x 976 x 891 mm

Package dimensions

916 x 876 x 811 mm

Product weight

60 Kg no package / 78 Kg with package

Product weight

60 Kg no package / 80 Kg with package

// as pictured
Upholstery – Zumirez Moonbeam
Pipping – Velvet Havane
Base – Velvet Havane
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40 cm | 16 in
105 cm | 32 in

90 cm | 35 in

75 cm

Upholstery

41 cm

Fabric or Leather
77 cm | 30 in

Upholstery

54 cm

ARMCHAIR

66 cm

71 cm

// as pictured
Upholstery – District Silt
Feet - Polished brass
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L’UNITÉ
ARMCHAIR

PANORAMA

L’Unité armchair is proportional and sculptural, perfectly made to the human scale. It gathers strong upholstered shapes lightly supported on elegant stands. A
piece that excites the eye and imagination, inspired by modernist architecture’s style and philosophy.

Solid and concrete like in appearance, Panorama line is an ode to monumental proportions an impacting visual lines impossible to overlook in a voyage amongst
Eastern Europe’s architectural legacy. Still the strong lines are attenuated by so�ly gathered upholstery that will provide you maximum comfort.

Package dimensions

916 x 876 x 811 mm

Product weight

35 Kg no package / 50 Kg with package

// as pictured
Inside upholstery – Velvet Mediterranee
Outside upholstery - Parquet Marine
Piping - Synthetic leather Cobalt
Feet - Polished brass
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85 cm

81 cm

Top Upholstery and Cushion

Fabric or Leather

Bottom Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Sphere Applications

Lacquered MDF

Metal Applications

Stainless Steel Plated Polished: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

806 x 766 x 941 mm

Product weight

50 Kg no package / 70 Kg with package

86 cm | 34 in

Polished brass, copper or nickel, or satin brass, copper or nickel

42 cm | 17 in

Feet

74 cm

Fabric or Leather
41 cm

Upholstery

SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

69 cm | 27 in

73 cm | 29 in

// as pictured
Top upholstery + Cushion – Velvet Terracotta
Bottom upholstery – Velvet Woods
Sphere applications – Lacquered MDF Mocha
Metal applications – Stainless Steel Plated Satin Brass
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LA FOLIE
ARMCHAIR

MALIBU ROUND

With voluptuous curves and perfect poise, La Folie exalts passion and fantasy as if you were in a burlesque show at Moulin Rouge. Let yourself be drawn by this
ﬂirtatious feeling of sensuality and a touch as smooth as silk.

Like a warm embrace, Malibu settee welcomes you to stay within and relax. An elevated homage to the golden age of mid-century design and organic architecture, it radiates through its unusual proportions and strong curves with so�ness and ﬁne detailing resulting in a must-have piece.

Fringes

Fabric

Package dimensions

896 x 766 x 831 mm

Product weight

50 Kg no package / 70 Kg with package

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Powder
Pipping - Velvet Powder
Fringes - S70
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82 cm | 32 in

70 cm | 28 in

Fabric or Leather

Package dimensions

2076 x 1340 x 950 mm
2500 x 1240 x 950 mm
80 Kg no package / 100 Kg with package
130 Kg no package / 150 Kg with package

Product weight

87 cm

Fabric or Leather

Upholstery

77 cm

Piping

75 cm | 30 in

Fabric or Leather
42 cm | 17 in

Upholstery

COUCH

200/240 cm

127 cm

// as pictured
Upholstery – Zumirez Moonbeam
Piping - Velvet Havane
Base - Velvet Havane
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Fabric or Leather

Structure

Solid wood: Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate, Natural Oak;
Metal Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper, Nickel
Upholstery: Fabric or Leather - Check page 80 to 83 for all options

Feet

Solid Wood: Natural Oak, Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate

Fittings

Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

2076 x 1126 x 911 mm
2476 x 1126 x 911 mm
2876 x 1126 x 911 mm
90 Kg no package / 110 Kg with package
100 Kg no package / 125 Kg with package
125 Kg no package / 150 Kg with package

Product weight

// as pictured
Seat and Backrest Cushion – Chrome Tru�e
Backrest Upholstery Structure – Synthetic Leather, Metallic Bronze
Round Cushion – Stamp Mocha
Structure – Chocolate Beech Solid Wood
Feet – Chocolate Beech Solid Wood
Fittings – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Brass
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39cm | 15 in

Uphlostery

83cm | 33 in

Setting its origin in sunny California’s mid-century inﬂuence, Single Man’s takes you back to a time when elegance was obtained through the use of simplicity,
comfort and ﬁne materials. Using essential geometric and organic shapes, this object creates a strong emotional connection with the user. A singular piece for
a singular individual.

200cm | 79 in
240cm | 94 in
280cm | 110 in

105cm |41 in

MAJESTIC
SETTEE

Well ﬁt for a king, Majestic makes no compromise on sleekness and elegance with its compact curves and see-through straw. With a shape inspired by
Indochinese culture this piece combines luxury and eclectic spirit creating a strong fashionable impression.

Upholstery and Cushions Fabric or Leather

Rattan

Wood veneer: Natural walnut, Oak Latte, Oak Mocha, Iron Wood,
Ebony
Natural Rattan

Metal Aplications

Stainless Steel Plated Polished or Satin: Brass, Copper or Nickel

Package dimensions

2130 x 880 x 870 mm

Product weight

100 Kg no package / 127 Kg with package

Structure

76cm | 30 in

COUCH

76cm | 30 in

SINGLE MAN

200cm | 79 in

89cm | 35 in

// as pictured
Upholstery – Mineral Stone
Cushions – Macramé Linen
Structure – Natural Walnut Veneer
Metal Aplications – Stainless Steel Plated Polished Brass
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LA FOLIE

SETTEE

MALIBU

With voluptuous curves and perfect poise, La Folie exalts passion and fantasy as if you were in a burlesque show at Moulin Rouge. Let yourself be drawn by this
ﬂirtatious feeling of sensuality and a touch as smooth as silk.

Like a warm embrace, Malibu settee welcomes you to stay within and relax. An elevated homage to the golden age of mid-century design and organic
architecture, it radiates through its unusual proportions and strong curves with so�ness and ﬁne detailing resulting in a must-have piece.

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Piping

Fabric or Leather

Piping and Base

Fabric or Leather

Fringes

Fabric

Package dimensions

Package dimensions

1476 x 926 x 831 mm
1876 x 926 x 831 mm
80 Kg no package / 90 Kg with package
90 Kg no package / 100 Kg with package

2076 x 976 x 901 mm
2476 x 976 x 901 mm
80 Kg no package / 100 Kg with package
120 Kg no package / 140 Kg with package

Product weight

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Terracotta
Pipping – Velvet Terracotta
Fringes – S67
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140cm | 55 in
180cm | 71 in

85 cm | 33 in

Product weight

82cm | 32 in

75cm | 30 in

42cm | 17 in

SETTEE

200cm | 79 in
240cm | 94 in

90cm | 35 in

// as pictured
Upholstery – Zumirez Moonbeam
Pipping – Velvet Lapis Lazuli
Base – Velvet Lapis Lazuli
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MARLON
DAYBED 1

MARLON

When pure geometry meets so� curves, something sculptural and sensual comes out. A ﬁne dialogue between oversized legs and clean lines takes place in
this piece upholstered in mohair velvet. Marlon is edgy and elegant at the same time, letting the dilemma between ‘contemporary’ versus ‘classical’ fall apart.

When pure geometry meets so� curves, something sculptural and sensual comes out. A ﬁne dialogue between oversized legs and clean lines takes place in
this piece upholstered in mohair velvet. Marlon is edgy and elegant at the same time, letting the dilemma between ‘contemporary’ versus ‘classical’ fall apart.

1800 x 840 x 750 mm

// as pictured
Upholstery – Gentle II 0753
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74 cm

170 cm

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Package dimensions

1800 x 800 x 500 mm

40 cm

Package dimensions

62,4 cm

Fabric or Leather
40 cm

Upholstery

DAYBED 2

70 cm

170 cm

// as pictured
Upholstery – Gentle II 0683
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MARLON
POUF

L’UNITÉ

When pure geometry meets so� curves, something sculptural and sensual comes out. A ﬁne dialogue between oversized legs and clean lines takes place in
this piece upholstered in mohair velvet. Marlon is edgy and elegant at the same time, letting the dilemma between ‘contemporary’ versus ‘classical’ fall apart.

L’Unité armchair is proportional and sculptural, perfectly made to the human scale. It gathers strong upholstered shapes lightly supported on elegant stands. A
piece that excites the eye and imagination, inspired by modernist architecture’s style and philosophy.

Package dimensions

800 x 800 x 500 mm
70cm

// as pictured
Upholstery – Gentle II 0973
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70 cm

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Pipping

Fabric or Leather

Package dimensions

716 x 716 x 521 mm

Product weight

28 Kg no package / 34 Kg with package

44 cm | 17 in

Fabric or Leather

40 cm

Upholstery

POUF

64 cm | 25 in

64 cm | 25 in

// as pictured
Top – Velvet Celadon
Pipping – Velvet Celadon
Base – Diamond Olive
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LA FOLIE
POUF

MALIBU

With voluptuous curves and perfect poise, La Folie exalts passion and fantasy as if you were in a burlesque show at Moulin Rouge. Let yourself be drawn by this
ﬂirtatious feeling of sensuality and a touch as smooth as silk.

Like a warm embrace, Malibu pouf welcomes you to stay within and relax. An elevated homage to the golden age of mid-century design and organic architecture,
it radiates through its unusual proportions and strong curves with so�ness and ﬁne detailing resulting in a must-have piece.

Pipping

Fabric or Leather

Fringes

Fabric

Package dimensions

716 x 716 x 521 mm

Product weight

28 Kg no package / 34 Kg with package

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Papaye
Pipping – Velvet Papaye
Fringes – S61
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64 cm | 25 in

64 cm | 25 in

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Pipping

Fabric or Leather

Package dimensions

1050 x 1050 x 400 mm

Product weight

35 Kg no package / 47 Kg with package

35 cm | 14 in

Fabric or Leather
44 cm | 17 in

Upholstery

POUF

100 cm | 39 in

100cm | 39 in

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Pêche
Pipping – Velvet Papaye
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ODISSEIA
CHAIR

Feet

Polished brass, copper or nickel, or satin brass, copper or nickel

Package dimensions

616 x 606 x 921 mm

Product weight

22 Kg no package / 40 Kg with package

85 cm

Fabric or Leather
48 cm

Upholstery

65 cm

Odisseia chair embodies the aesthetic spirit of the space age, a new kind of discreet luxury and comfort inspired by a futuristic era created by new visual experiences and concepts of the future. �is e�ortless but striking piece insinuates a luxe vision of the home of the future, as a new order of being.

56 cm

57 cm

// as pictured
Upholstery – Zumirez Moonbeam
Feet - Polished brass
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ALMA

ALMA

BAR CHAIR

CHAIR

606 x 556 x 921 mm

Product weight

10 Kg no package / 25 Kg with package

Feet

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Havane
Pipping – Velvet Dijon
Feet – Natural Walnut
Rattan – Natural Rattan
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51cm | 20 in

53cm | 21 in

Upholstery

Fabric or Leather

Structure
Feet

Solid wood: Natural Walnut, Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate and
Natural Oak
Lacquered MDF:
Solid Wood: Natural Walnut, Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate and
Natural Oak

Rattan

Natural Rattan

Ring

Polished or satin brass, copper or nickel

Package dimensions

600 x 700 x 1010 mm

Product weight

14 Kg no package / 34 Kg with package

75cm | 30 in

Package dimensions

Structure

49cm | 19 in

Rattan

Fabric or Leather
Check page 80 for all options
Solid wood: Natural Walnut, Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate and
Natural Oak
Lacquered MDF:
Check page 80 for all options
Solid Wood: Natural Walnut, Beech Camel, Beech Chocolate and
Natural Oak
Natural Rattan

Upholstery

86cm | 33 in

As any admirer would experience gazing at its muse, it is impossible not to feel enchanted and almost hypnotized by the reﬁned, sensual lines and the
delightfully charming soul of Alma chair. In a piece that combines classic and modern aesthetics we can ﬁnd a certain harmonic gracefulness paired with
an intimate voluptuousness that can embrace you and surprisingly break the frontiers of sophistication and elegance.

100cm | 39 in

As any admirer would experience gazing at its muse, it is impossible not to feel enchanted and almost hypnotized by the reﬁned, sensual lines and the
delightfully charming soul of Alma chair. In a piece that combines classic and modern aesthetics we can ﬁnd a certain harmonic gracefulness paired with
an intimate voluptuousness that can embrace you and surprisingly break the frontiers of sophistication and elegance.

46cm | 18 in

51cm | 20 in

// as pictured
Upholstery – Velvet Mediterranee
Pipping – Velvet Havane
Feet – Natural Walnut
Rattan – Natural Rattan
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ODISSEIA
BAR CHAIR

Feet

Polished brass, copper or nickel, or satin brass, copper or nickel

Package dimensions

600 x 700 x 1010 mm

Product weight

22 Kg no package / 40 Kg with package

105,5 cm

Fabric or Leather
75 cm

Upholstery

95,5 cm

Odisseia chair embodies the aesthetic spirit of the space age, a new kind of discreet luxury and comfort inspired by a futuristic era created by new visual experiences and concepts of the future. �is e�ortless but striking piece insinuates a luxe vision of the home of the future, as a new order of being.

57 cm

56 cm

// as pictured
Upholstery – Zetta
Feet - Polished brass
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samples

PLYWOOD
VENEER

FABRIC
CAT 1
Natural
Walnut

Dark Walnut

Natural Oak

Ebony

Iron Wood

Natural Olive
Ash

Nude olive ash

Synthetic
Synthetic
Leather Metallic Leather Monel

Natural ash

Titanium

Synthetic
Leather

Heather

Synthetic
Leather

Caramel

Synthetic
Leather

Metallic
Patina

Synthetic
Leather

Metallic
Bronze

Synthetic
Leather Metallic

Lithium

SOLID
WOODS
Natural Oak

Natural
Walnut

Beech Camel

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Leather Blossom Leather Metallic Leather Rust

Synthetic
Leather Rouge

Synthetic
Leather Mustard

Synthetic
Leather Lead

Synthetic
Leather

Synthetic
Leather

Synthetic
LeatherEmerald

Velvet Nuage

Velvet Platre

Velvet Dune

Velvet Sketch

Velvet Papaye

^
Velvet Peche

Velvet Powder

Velvet Fire

Velvet Wine

Velvet In Love

Velvet Dijon

Velvet Safran

Velvet Havane

Velvet Woods

Velvet Dark
Clay

Velvet Kiwi

Velvet Sapin

Velvet
Celadon

Velvet Duck

Velvet
Mediterranee

Velvet Lapis
Lazuli

Velvet Black

Hue Silver

Hue Graphite

Synthetic
Leather

Beech Choco

Synthetic Leather
Vintage Rose

Espresso

Rose Gold

LACQUERS

Ivory

Taupe

Rose

Nude

Powder

Watermelon

Synthetic
Leather

Camel

Stormcloud

Teal

Jade

Kaki

Mocha

Olive

Black

Skylight

Synthetic
Leather

Aquamarine

Synthetic
Leather Ocean

Deep Teal

Synthetic
Leather Cobalt

FABRICS
CAT 2

METALS

Polished
Nickel

Polished
Brass

Polished
Copper

Satin
Nickel

Satin
Brass

Satin
Copper

Carrara

Estremoz
White

Estremoz Rose

Green
Guatemala

Emperador

Nero Marquina

Gris

Mirastar
Mirror

Bronze

Aged Mirror

Summer

Blossom

Beige

Red

Velvet Fog

MARBLES

Travertine

Red traverine

Velvet
Terracotta

GLASS

COLOURED
CEMENT
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Pink

Hue
Magnesium

Hue Marine
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Hue
Sandstone

Hue
Burnt Orange

Hue
Turmetic

Hue
Vintage Rose

Hue
Peach Skin

Hue Peridot

Hue Mouse

Grace 612

Grace 786

Grace 384

Grace 240

Zumirez
Moonbeam

Zumirez Linen

Zumirez
Tobacco

Lumen Silver

FABRICS
CAT 5
Lumen
Copper

Gipsy Cotton

Gipsy
Graphite

Gipsy Souris

Gipsy Dragee

Gipsy Denim

Gentle 2 0203

Gentle 2 0223

Gentle 2 0623

Gentle 2 0753

Gentle 2 0673

Gentle 2 0873

Gentle 2 0783

Gentle 2 0963

Gentle 2 0183

Gentle 2 0193

Gentle 2 0683

Gentle 2 0663

Gentle 2 0373

Gentle 2 0573

Gentle 2 0443

Gentle 2 0133

Gentle 2 0933

Opio Erba

Opio
Eucalipto

Opio Indaco

Hue Fjord

Hue Eden

Curio Natural

Curio
Monochrome

Curio Ochre

Curio Plum

Parquet
Natural

Parquet
Carbon

Parquet Teal

Gipsy Beige

Gipsy Taupe

Gipsy Ocre

Gipsy
Chamois

Parquet
Marine

Biarritz
Calcaire

Biarritz Ecru

Biarritz Taupe

Biarritz
Creme

Biarritz Bistre

Biarritz Aube

Gipsy
Capucine

Gipsy
Amande

Gipsy
Celadon

Biarritz
Amande

Biarritz
Celadon

Biarritz Ciel

Biarritz
Canard

Easel Gold

Easel Buff

Easel Powder

Gentle 2 0113

Gentle 2 0733

Easel Rust

Easel Brick

Easel Tundra

Gentle 2 0973

Stamp Storm

Stamp Pale
Gold

Stamp Mocha

Gentle 2 0553

Lumen Gold

FABRICS
CAT 3

FABRICS
CAT 4
Stamp Ochre

Stamp Burnt
Orange

Stamp Plum

Stamp Teal

*For Marlon collection only use Gentle II fabrics

FABRICS
CAT 6
Grace 701

Grace 714

Grace 732

Grace 523

Grace 501

Grace 819

Grace 821

Opio Ciottolo

Opio Orzo

Opio Ambra

Opio Pesca

*These fabrics are not inside the sample box, only individual samples available
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LEATHERS

Blue Navy

Bosco

Bruciato

Coio

Polverde

Sauvage
Taupe

Taupe

FRINGES

S53

S10

S61

S85

S12

S41

S84

Suggested match:
Platre

Suggested match:
Platre

Suggested match:
Platre, Fire, Papaye

Suggested match:
Safran, Dijon

Suggested match:
Safran, Dijon

Suggested match:
Havane, Dijon,
Terracota

Suggested match:
Safran, Dijon

S76

S81

S24

S23

S54

S56

S19

Suggested match:
Safran

Suggested match:
Terracpta, Havane,
Dijon

Suggested match:
Havane, Woods

Suggested match:
Woods

Suggested match:
Terracota, Papaye,
Fire

Suggested match:
Papaye

Suggested match:
In Love

S106

S43

Suggested match:
Sapin

Suggested match:
Kiwi

S20

S73

S72

S70

Suggested match:
Wine

Suggested match:
Sketch

Suggested match:
Sketch, Powder

Suggested match:
Sketch, Powder

S109

S112

S125

S116

Suggested match:
Kiwi

Suggested match:
Duck

Suggested match:
Lapis Lazuli,
Mediterranee

Suggested match:
Lapis Lazuli,
Mediterranee

S32
Suggested match:
Kiwi

S1
Suggested match:
Dune

tel: (+351) 218 133 391
info@dooqdetails.com
www.dooqdetails.com
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